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  We are an
  expanding regional logistics company with a strong commitment to innovation,
  technology and service excellence, which provide integrated logistics
  solutions including project logistics, air freight, sea freight, land
  freight, custom clearance, warehousing, and distribution management. 
  With more
  than 33 network coverage all over Indonesia and qualified personnel, CKB
  Logistics goes the extra miles to support customer growth. We committed to
  quality and safety of our business process that proved by ISO 9001:2000 and
  OHSAS 18001:2007 Certification.
  As part of
  our growth strategy, we are looking for high caliber and talented individuals
  to join and grow with us as follows:
  
 

 
  
  Distribution Supervisor (Jakarta Based)
  
 

Responsibilities: 

Supervise all regular
     distribution team in developing and maintaining a high level standard of
     operation related to deliver all regular shipments from Jakarta (outbound)
     and into Jakarta (inbound) using land and sea transportation.Ensure all
     subordinates meet service performance requirements and take corrective
     actions swiftly when required.Ensure every truck
     used for pick-up and delivery is in compliance to the standard safety
     requirement by the company and/or customer.Ensure all cargo
     picked up from pick up point are loaded and securely lashed based on the
     standard safety by the company.Ensure all
     shipments are delivered in time to meet the expected lead time.Standby 24 hours 7
     days (by call or direct supervision) to support all problems in executing
     shipments.



Requirements:

Candidate must
     possess at least a Bachelor's Degree in Logistic/Transportation or
     equivalent.Required
     language(s): English, BahasaAt least 5 year(s)
     experiences in related positions with reputable companies that move in
     service industries, preferably shipping and freight forwarding company.Preferably
     Coordinator/Supervisors specializing in Logistics/Supply Chain or
     equivalent.Have a wide range
     of knowledge in supply chain and logistics industries in Indonesia as well
     as Global.Knowledge of Freight
     forwarding terms and technical including sea and road. Understand route to
     all Indonesia territory, understand the calculation of freight.Computer literate.Have a good leadership
     skill, responsible, proactive.1 Full-Time
     position available.

Please
send your resume/CV to rdamayanti@ckb.co.id.


